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How-To: Survive Finals

The blog assignment is officially over. The school year of
2009-2010 is practically over. Summer is so close I can taste
it (and the fact that I’m buying country music en masse again
proves that). I  believe I told you all  before that I fully intended
to keep this blog going, and, well,  that’s as true now as it was
then.

I’m so grateful to my professor for giving me this opportunity
because I honestly wouldn’t have taken the initiative to do
near daily writing. However, now that I have the space, I
figure I might as well use it.

Thus without further ado, here is my foolproof guide to
studying for finals, and, well,  how to survive.

In my opinion, spring quarter finals (and I’m talking about
those on the quarter system here) are the hardest to take.
You’ve already had two other sets of finals, summer’s coming
(although the weather here in Oregon doesn’t show it), and
it’s just that time of year when you really don’t want to be in
school. I  feel ya. So here you are, the ways I survive finals.

1) Breathe:  No, I’m serious. It sounds really cliche, but it’s
true. It’s really easy to get caught up in minute details and
forget to breathe. Breathing is important. Try some guided
meditations and fall  deep into your center.

2) Focus:  When it comes right down to it studying for finals is
all  about time management. Set aside strict study time and
stick to it. Try and do it in the middle of the day when you’re
most awake, rather than those wee hours in the morning
when you really should be sleeping.

3) Sleep:  Although finals is notorious for re-arranging sleep
schedules until they’re practically non-existent, now is not the
time to give up sleeping. Sleeping is essential to mental
health and dreaming helps you process your every day
experiences. So catnaps won’t cut it.

4) Exercise: Another thing that’s easy to fling out the window
once finals come a knockin’ is exercise. It’s hard enough to
find time for it normally, but even harder during finals week.
Don’t let it go! You’ll feel more in tune to yourself and just as
Elle Woods said in Legally Blonde “Exercise gives you
endorphins and endorphins make you happy…” What more
advice could you need?

5) Eat (Well): You’re spending 5 hours in the library and it’s
easy to just take a huge bag of chips to snack on, right? No.
Ever heard the phrase, you are what you eat? Well, it’s as
true as ever. Finals is a time when you should be eating a lot
of really good food and taking vitamins. No need to get sick
now!

6) Relax:  Remember how I was talking about time
management earlier? You should also schedule in some
relaxation time every now and then (even if it’s just for an
hour). I  know, I know, it’s easy to say to yourself, “I’ll  get all
this done and I’ll have all  summer to relax.” No, relaxation
time during stressful events is also critical to your mental
health. Therefore, don’t feel bad about lounging on your bed,
having some friends over, or watching a movie. You need it.

And finally, remember that nothing lasts forever… Especially
finals. So good luck, everyone. I know you’ll  do great!
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How-to: Increase Your Sports Literacy

I’m sure I’ve mentioned this before, but I’ll say it again. One
of my dream jobs would be to get some really sweet job in
sports public relations. I grew up around a variety of sports-
from basketball to soccer to tennis to golf and thus consider
athletics merely a part of life. Although I didn’t play any of
these sports in particular (I did equestrian events), I
remember all  the different sporting seasons and wishing that
I knew more than I did.

Sports seem to have a language all  its own. Listening to my
father, brothers and the myriad of other men throughout my
life discuss Michael Jordan’s latest play, Edgar Martinez’s
homerun or Roger Federer’s amazing serve confused me.
Since I decided that that’s what I wanted to do, I told my
boyfriend (who is quite the golfer, actually) that I really want
to learn the basic roles of various players and the rules of the
games.

One day, when I represent high profile players, I want to be
able to keep up on the gossip, not to mention, it’s great
summer BBQ conversation. So I am making it one of my
many missions to increase my sports literacy. I want to know
exactly what a line drive is, a first down, and birdie shot.

After doing a little bit of online research, I realized I’m not the
only one without a clue about all  the fancy, shmancy sports
lingo. Luckily for all  of us sports illiterate citizens, there are
resources for us that exist. Some of these include:

1) Incidental Contact: Learn to Love Sports, a website that
sells audiobooks detailing rules about a variety of different
sports that are mainly targeted to women. Check it out.

2) Also, a kids’ guide is Ducksters.com, where children or
practically anyone who reads it can learn everything they’d
ever want to know about their favorite sport.

3) Finally, and this is something I’m trying to do more often, is
to keep up with my college’s various athletic teams, as well
as keeping an eye on ESPN SportsCenter and such. Ask
someone to fill you in if you hear something interesting about
a particular athlete or team and then just start keeping
yourself up to date.

Obviously, like everything else, sports literacy isn’t something
easily picked up by everyone. Just like learning a different
language, some people pick up the grammar and rules more
easily than others. However, you can increase your literacy
enough so that the next time someone brings up the topic of
the Cavs, you can just smile and nod and say, “Yeah, that
was a ridiculous foul, wasn’t it?”
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How-To: Avoid Corporate Social Responsibility (A
Response Post)

Last week I came up with a few ways to do your part in
helping the Gulf deal with the BP Oil disaster. Since I wrote
that post, I  noticed that this blog post was published on
Kelli’s LinkyLove account and so I thought it was fitting to
follow it up from last week. Way to stay current, right?

To date, at least 18 million gallons of oil  have spilled; worst
case scenario, 39 million have spilled. BP has developed a
top kill system in order to stop the spill,  although they have
had problems with mud leaking along with the crude oil.  If the
top kill fails, BP has some other potential tricks to test.
However, even though Obama has put new restrictions on
drilling, the problem is far from solved.

Lately, the big issue has been the fake Twitter account
@bpglobalpr, which started just a few days ago, and after 50
tweets had more than 13,000 followers, more than double
@BP_America, the real Twitter account. Even more strange,
BP has done nothing to respond to the tweets from the fake
account, besides saying that people are frustrated and
entitled to their own opinion.

The PR community is amazed at how poorly BP has handled
its crisis management. According to this blog, BP was not
transparent, did not control the photos that ended up on the
Internet, nor did they act like apologetic, concerned corporate
citizens. However, the same article illuminated the fact that
no oil  spill has ever been well seen to PR-wise. I would
guess that when you make a mistake as large as that one,
it’s easier to run and hide than actually deal with the
consequences, even if that’s exactly what’s needed.
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How-to: Work and Have a Life (A Response Post)

The term’s winding to a close and I’m looking forward to
summer. Even though I’ll be taking a class here and there,
I’m currently in search of some sweet social media job and
am ready to just relax, lie in the sun and not be constantly
fending off sickness. That being said, I was taking a look at
Kelli’s linkylove posts and stumbled across this one.

BBH Labs, a marketing and branding specific blog discussed
the importance of having a life outside of work. Specifically,
they mentioned Google’s 20% policy, which gives employees
time to pursue interests outside the Google realm, and
according to the Google website, several Google products
have stemmed from this allowance.

BBH Labs thus discussed the importance of having outside
interests, emphasizing that these outside interests help define
people and also help bring new ideas to their table. They
explain that the best advertisers are inspired not by the
product or service itself, but by their own collective
experience.

I believe this is applicable to the field of PR, as well.  On a
team, you must allow people to do what they’re strong in and
let them pass at what they are not. Also, in order to be happy
and keep good workers, it is important to allow them time to
live their own life.

In my spare time, I enjoy spending time with my friends and
family, reading, writing fiction, running, dancing, singing, and
going on nature adventures, amongst others. I consider
myself a well-rounded person and thus a great candidate for
a job. I thank BBH however, for providing a post that
highlights that life skills and interests are crucial to being
hired and maintaining a well-rounded career.
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How to: Do Your Part in the Gulf Oil Disaster

I  had a couple content ideas for this week’s blog post- one of
them being a how-to survive dead week and finals to my
fellow UO classmates. The other was a how-to get a job in
sports public relations. This is an area that I’m particularly
interested in, but right now, sports public relations ranks up
there with environmental public relations.

I just stumbled across a blog post on the Huffington Post
about the dire situation down in the Gulf area. The recent BP
oil  spill is perhaps one of the largest natural disasters to hit
since Hurricane Katrina, and it doesn’t seem to be getting
much better. Currently, BP is reported to be using a
“contentious chemical dispersant,” in spite of the the
Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) wishes for them to
use something less toxic.

Millions of oil  have already been spilled and more are
draining into our poor ocean every day. The spill currently
reaches 150 miles from Alabama to Louisiana. In face of this
disaster, it’s easy to feel hopeless. However, there are some
things you can all  do to contribute to the disaster relief effort.
Below, I’ve listed a few resources to access. Check them
out!

1) Glamour.com highlights the charity Matter of Trust, which
donates both human and animal hair. Apparently hair is really
good at soaking up oil.  Who would have thought?

2) TakePart.com is an online community that “connects
members to issues that mean the most to them.” The website
has a whole listing of links that connect potential volunteers
to organizations like the Audubon Society and the National
Wildlife Federation.

3) Finally, the Daily Green has a listing of six things you can
do to help the Gulf Oil Spill effort.

So there you have it. We can’t do it all,  but if we all  do a little
something, we really can make a difference. As for me, I
think I’m gonna check out the Matter of Trust charity.
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How-to Prepare for the Future Now (A
Response Post)

The Future. These two scary words have been on my mind
all  day  today… gnawing at me, and I had one of those small
anxiety attacks that I’m sure all  college students have when
they’re on the cusp of graduating… I don’t know exactly what
I want to do when I graduate. Granted, I have about eight
months or so, at least, before I even have to start thinking
about graduating, but still, it happens when I’m about to sign
up for next term’s classes.

Right now, I know I’m getting a degree in PR and maybe
possibly a Master’s in teaching. After that, I  have no idea. I
mean, how do you even prepare for The Future as a PR
student? Luckily, my professor posted this link to this great
blog post on the Spinks Blog about things that a college
student can do now to get a foot in the door.

Some of these tips included networking on sites like LinkedIn,
attending conferences and other events, getting mentorships
and doing a ton of writing. However, what I liked most about
this post was how laid-back it all  was. David Spinks merely
gave some great tips and then tipped us off that some of
these (or none at all) may work for us. We have to make our
own way in the world and that’s perfectly okay.

So thank you, Mr. Spinks for your timely commentary. Your
tips are much appreciated.
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How-to Change Direction in the Middle of
the Road

I  was sitting in the library just now thinking about the future of
this blog. Here’s the thing, this is supposed to be a class
assignment, a way for our wonderful professor to teach us
how to run, manage and share fresh content and ideas on a
blog. I however, want to have fun with it. Although I enjoy
introductory guides to Facebook and risk communication, I
want to challenge myself to cover PR from every angle.

What I’ve learned most in the UO School of Journalism and
Communication, and in particular, in the public relations
focus, is that the definition of PR is not a simple one. Just
check out some of the content that my fellow students and I
posted on our takeover week of PROpenMic, a social
networking site primarily for PR people (students, faculty,
professionals, etc)…

A couple weeks ago, I posted about how to apply the
principles of sustainability to the practice of public relations. I
was challenged to write about environmental PR in a way
that was fresh and exciting. In fact, my blog post inspired the
video I later made for the takeover.

So my challenge to myself is to find random topics and apply
PR to them. This post merely introduces that new challenge,
a change in direction in the middle of my blogging road.

So wish me luck on this new journey, and please let me
know if there are any topics that are of interest to you that I
could tackle. As Confucius said, “A journey begins with a
single step.” And, one more question… How do you define
public relations? Because really people, there are no wrong
answers.
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How-to: A Beginner’s Guide to
Risk Communication

I  won’t proclaim myself an expert on how to communicate
risk. However, I will say that it is an area of interest. I  am
known for helping my friends and family solve their problems
and, after I realized that, I  also realized that maybe I could
do that professionally. Also, as I lie in bed with a bad case of
poison oak (risk of living out of town), I figured that risk
communication would be a good thing to talk about. So, after
some research, here’s my very basic guide to risk
communication.

Let’s start out by defining risk communication. In it’s very
basic sense, risk communication is prevention work;
prevention against bad things happening. Of course, in life
and in business bad things happen and we can’t avoid them
all. (I have poison oak, remember?). If you get into a problem
and then are trying to solve it after everything’s gone down,
then you’re into crisis communication work, at least according
to Peter Sandman, one of the experts in this field. But we’re
not going to talk about crisis communication in this post- we’ll
stick with prevention.

So here it goes, what I’ve learned about risk communication
from Peter Sandman and the Center For Risk
Communication about communicating risk goes as
follows. What it comes down to, is that people have to feel
like they can trust you. This gets down to the basics of
communication. When discussing risk be caring and
empathetic, be dedicated to solving the problem and be
trustworthy and transparent.

People appreciate honesty in all  types of communication, but
in this kind in particular because of the sensitive nature of the
discussion. Think about how you would want someone to
communicate with you concerning a topic that you were
sensitive to, and then turn that around.

It’s about kindness, everyone, and compassion. We’re all
trying to help each other out, and in our uncertain world, a
solid grasp about how to communicate bad things is of vital
importance.
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How-to Find Time to Write (A Response Post)

I  stumbled across this interesting post on the Freelance
Switch blog and it got me to thinking about my own writing.
You see, when I am not doing assignments for school or
thinking about ways to make myself more marketable in my
future career, I avidly write fiction- short stories, novels, etc. I
am loath to call them romance novels, however, even though
they all  involve some kind of love story. Romance novels, get
such a bad rap, you see, and my stories are different– they
help separate me from the world and give me a small sense
of peace.

Plus, I just really like to write, and thus this post spoke to me
because while I’m busy with school, I  always despair about
not having time to do my own writing. Thanks to Martha
Retallick’s post “Finding Time to Write,” I realized how much
writing I actually do! I text all  day, I write these blog posts, I
do my assignments, and if I’m lucky, I write in a journal or on
napkins or on scrap pieces of paper.

So once again, Martha, thank you for your words of wisdom.
They are mollifying in my busy life that doesn’t allow me to
write my stories. At least I’m writing something.
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How-to: Facebook Fan Pages (Your Most
Basic Guide)

Last summer I took over my mother’s social media position at
Good Clean Love. We were in serious need of a social media
makeover and I was up for the challenge. My predecessor
showed me some basics, but mostly it became a DIY project.
Social media is the “new thing” for public relations and will
continue to grow. Every company wants an online presence
since so many potential customers are online now. Facebook
has more than 400 million users.

Although mastery of  Facebook won’t be conducive to instant
success (and may not even be the right forum for certain
companies), learning how to use it successfully will be useful
for many different online ventures you take on. Below is my
list of 5 tips for running Facebook fan pages successfully.

Facebook Fan Pages:

1) Consider target audiences- How many do you have? Who
are you trying to reach?

2) Posts- Mix it up (news, advice, quotes, product
promotions) to encourage discussion

3) Timing- Post a couple times a day, at least, but don’t post
too often. Just like you get annoyed at those people who
change their statuses all  the time, no one wants to see a
company update it’s status all  the time.

4) Ask Questions- Take a Facebook fanpage poll of your
users to see what their favorite content is and what they want
to see on the site.

5) Promote your Page- Facebook ads are easy to get and
fairly cheap to upkeep. You can select a variety of criteria to
those you’re targeting in order to really reach your Target
audience!

So there you have it. My little DIY guide to running a
successful Facebook fanpage. Check out next week’s guide
to utilizing Twitter successfully! Below is a list of some of my
favorite fan pages.

Numi Tea

Pangea Organics

GivesMeHope (GMH)
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